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‘Rest not until ye roote out these barborous feudes’ (advice for Prince Henry,
from his father, King James VI in his Basilicon Doron, 1598)

There were several contenders for the letter 'C', but for me, late medieval
Scotland was so dominated by the intricate network of rivalling Clans, which
was largely responsible for Scotland’s reputation with England as a place of
unrest and lawlessness - that it was an obvious choice. However, there are a
great deal of misconceptions when it comes to clan society. So who were the
clans? Were the clans unique to the Scottish Highlands? And were they as
violent and unruly as they have so often been portrayed? Well, largely yes, is
the quick answer to the later!
The word ‘clan’ derives from the Scottish Gaelic clann, which literally means
‘children’ or more broadly ‘kindred’, however clan members did not necessarily
have to be related to the clan chief. In fact, it was commonplace for members
to take the clan surname in a show of allegiance, and also, for protection.
Members tended to be tenants who worked on the land owned by the clan
chief. Therefore, the clans were heavily tied to the geographical area they
occupied and were bonded through social ties rather than blood ties. Clan
chiefs held great power and were considered almost King-like in terms of
authority - which explains why they were such a thorn in the side of Monarchs
at the time. Clan members made payments, known as manrent, in the form of
money, goods, labour, defence or death duties (called calps). They were
repaid through protection, a sense of shared identity and belonging and
assistance when times were tough. There was often a vibrant social scene,
with lively clan gatherings frequenting the ancestral castle, strengthening the
collective feeling of belonging.
With the strong bonds and fierce loyalty that clanship created came ferocious
rivalries and competition with neighbouring clans. Bloody clan feuding has
become synonymous with the Highland clans, however the clans in the
Borders were equally as brutal. As a result of the constant maelstrom

-2between Scotland and England, which devastated the border towns and
villages, raiders, known as border reivers, were rife. As the land was so
frequently destroyed, the incentive for arable farming was insubstantial, and
therefore border families resorted to the reiving of livestock to maintain their
income. It was an accepted way of living and encompassed every social class,
from labourer to peer of the realm. Their impact on society is more notable
than you may expect, with many of their words integrated into common use,
such as “bereave” and “blackmail” - ‘mail’ meaning tribute or rent and the
opposite of ‘white rent’ referring to the silver coins usually used as the more
conventional form of payment. Famous Border Clans include the Armstrongs,
Bells, Douglases, Johnstones, Scotts, Kerrs, Robsons, Dodds, Elliots, Fenwicks,
Maxwells, Howards, Nixons, Croziers, Irvines, Howards, Taits, Forsters, Cecils,
Storeys and Homes. So hands up if you can call yourself a reiver?!
[See Scottish Clan Map shown on next page]
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-4Clan society was not always pillage and plundering. Clans and the ruling
monarch had a mutual agreement which benefited both parties; to guarantee
finances and men to fight in the eternal wars against their southern rivals,
Scottish Kings granted charters for land. Although rivalries between clans
were ubiquitous, alliances through trade, marriage and allegiance against
external rivals were just as commonplace. In order for the clan system to
survive, an element of cooperation and fairness was essential.
The Scottish clan system ended shortly after the merciless crushing of the
Jacobite rebellion at the Battle of Culloden in 1746, by the forces of King
George II. The devastating impact of the Highland Clearances provided
another blow to the clans and that paired with improved trade, particularly
international trade and promising financial opportunities abroad, led to the
eventual cessation of the great Scottish Clans.

